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Anser Advisory, the 14th largest program management firm according to ENR, the second fastest 
growing AE firm according to Zweig Group, and an Energage Top Workplaces USA organization, is 
pleased to announce its acquisition of Gafcon Digital, the world’s leading software-agnostic systems 
digital model integrator for building and infrastructure owners. The combination of Anser Advisory’s 
broad suite of core competencies and Gafcon Digital’s digital twin solutions delivers the benefits of 
digitalization throughout the entire building lifecycle to owners of critical infrastructure assets and 
projects. 
 
“This is an exciting addition to the Anser Advisory organization that adds new expertise in the 
planning, configuration, and implementation of digital twins,” noted Bryan Carruthers, Anser Advisory 
Chief Executive Officer. “The Gafcon Digital team is a cross-disciplined lineup of specialists who 
successfully integrate processes, people, and technologies. They focus on creating a digital thread 
from planning to construction and operations of built assets from an owner’s perspective and 
meeting the owner’s designated use case, whether creating BIM standards or minimizing the impact 
of their built assets on the environment. We believe the combination of Anser Advisory and Gafcon 
Digital will be a game-changing advantage for owners of mission-critical infrastructure and capital 
programs and projects.” 
 
The combined capabilities of Gafcon Digital and Anser Advisory allow clients to fully realize and 
apply the benefits of the digitalization movement within the fourth industrial revolution. Adding 
Gafcon Digital directly enhances Anser Advisory’s capability to deliver technology as a solution to its 
core customer markets. 
 
Anser Advisory’s Chief Innovation Officer Leigh Valudes said, “Building and infrastructure owners 
must change how they plan, design, construct, and operate their assets to take full advantage of the 
newest and most powerful technologies in the market. Many of our clients have found themselves 
stuck with multiple independent software systems that do not talk to one another. Our combined 
capability and technology advisory synthesizes all software and hardware inputs into a monolithic 
living digital model.” 
 
Link to original press release: 

https://www.gafcondigital.com/news/anser-advisory-acquires-gafcon-digital  
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